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Message from Chairman
The PPRC interns have done a splendid job in helping to launch the PPRC
Newsletter. The lead article in this second instalment is on the highly topical
issue of governance. The article draws on the first of the planned annual
report series on the state of governance that was launched in early 2014. A
second article looks at innovative use of Zakat for supporting sustainable
livelihoods of the poor. As we say goodbye to 2014 and welcome 2015, we at
PPRC are looking ahead to an exciting year of new activities and challenges.
In April, 2015, PPRC with the support of national and international partners
will be hosting an international conference on the challenges and the way
forward on realizing the goals of universal health coverage (UHC). In
partnership with WWF, PPRC will be preparing a strategic document on
emerging water scenarios and attendant economic risks. We shall also be
taking forward our partnership with BBS on urban statistics and plan to host
an international conference on urban poverty. Details of these and other PPRC
initiatives can be seen at our upgraded website (www.pprcbd.org). One of our
key motto is relevant research for relevant action. We welcome your feedback
to help keep us engaged on this mission.

- Hossain Zillur Rahman
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PPRC report Hilsa and Hilsa Fishermen
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partners from WWF, Kolkata visited
PPRC office.
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(2 December, 2014)
PPRC launches disability study in
partnership with DRRA (national
NGO) and CBM (international
NGO) – orientation training.

Contact us
Website: www.pprcbd.org

( 28 October, 2014)

Email:
hossain.rahman@gmail.com
pprc@pprcbd.org
PPRC Chairman addresses
international conference on
social protection in Dar‐es Salam,
Tanzania via video link‐up at
UNICEF office, Dhaka.
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(15 December, 2014)

PPRC team visits Friends Stylewear
factory, Gazipur for RMG workers
health plan survey.

www.facebook.com/pprcdhaka

(November, 2014)

People

Water Economics expert Nityananda
Chakrabarti and BUET Professor
Rezaur Rahman in discussion with
PPRC team on WWF request for an
economic risk analysis on emerging
water scenarios in Bangladesh

Hossain Zillur Rahman moderates
session on “Why Science Matters”,
with panelists Lucy Hawking,
Marcus du Sautoy and Zafar Iqbal at
the Hay Festival Dhaka 2014.
(21st November 2014).

New look PPRC staff, with their new
uniforms.

PPRC News

Professor Nurul Islam in
dialogue with Econ students
Are today's economics students missing out on better knowledge of Bangladesh economy, its historical background and
emerging challenges? Students, teachers, alumni and Guest of Honour Professor Nurul Islam grappled with the answers at
the Open Dialogue organized by DUEDAA and Dept of Economics at Muzaffar Ahmed Chowdhury auditorium, Social
Science Building, Dhaka University on 13th November, 2014.
Professor Nurul Islam was the first Planning Commission Chairman in an independent Bangladesh. Working closely
with the Sheikh Mujib led government through 1972 to 1974, he was an integral part of the rebuilding of a newly liberated
Bangladesh torn apart by a bloody war, and helped set down the laws and regulations on which the country stood since
independence. Currently living in the United States, his face is not seen often regarding the Bangladeshi perspective, and
through the open dialogue, the main goal was to let some of his vast knowledge and experience rub off on the budding
economists of tomorrow.
With the event, DUEDAA president Hossain Zillur Rahman wanted to grab the opportunity to outline a serious question
about the future of economic research and analysis, whether policy makers in Bangladesh are too concerned about the
wrong factors and indicators, and how we are planning on addressing the problems ahead. An open discussion on the
economic and social challenges, he hoped, would bring out the problems, and policy makers would be one step closer to
determining effective solutions.
Chaired by Professor M.A. Taslim and moderated by DUEDAA President Dr. Hossain Zillur Rahman, the lively inter‐
generational debate questioned prevailing quality of education with the focus on economics, conflicting burdens imposed
by rising expectations at personal and social levels and the need for quality policy‐making to address tomorrow's
challenges. Members of the audience raised the issue of the number of job‐seekers outnumbering the number of aspiring
academics, saying it is a difficult task, getting young minds interested and inquisitive about research and analysis.
Speakers sounded a cautionary note on adopting a too complacent narrative on Bangladesh's economic progress and the
need to focus on risks on the
horizon, so that Bangladesh can
stay abreast of economic and
financial threats. Professor Islam
stressed the significance of an
educated and motivated middle
class for taking the country further
forward but questioned whether
adequate pressures had yet
accumulated for transformative
changes.

Jean Tirole wins
Nobel Prize in
Economics

Preparatory meeting on UHC
international conference
With support from The Rockefeller foundation,
PPRC has been implementing a two year policy and
advocacy study on promoting UHC goals and
identifying ways forward for Bangladesh. As the
culmination of the study, PPRC is organizing an
international conference on the subject on April 9‐
11, 2015 at the Radisson Blu Water Garden, Dhaka.
The World Bank, Bangladesh Diabetic Association
(BADAS), Gono Shayastho Kendra (GK), National
Institute for Preventive and Social Medicine
(NIPSOM), Association of Medical Education (AME),
Center for Injury Prevention and Research
Bangladesh (CIPRB) and Centre for Excellence on
UHC, BRAC University have joined as conference
partners. The 11 themes of the conference include
Dilemmas of Care‐Seeking, Quality of medical
education, Urbanization and inequities
of care, Governance and ethics, Cost of health care,
Financing health care, Leveraging technology, Data
and indicators, Overcoming disabilities, Prevention
and healthy lifestyles and Delivery innovations. A
call for abstracts has been issued and registration is
open online. Details: conference flyer /our website
www.pprcbd.org

Exploratory dialogue on launch
of annual report on Bangladesh
Strategic Scenario
December 6, 2014, PPRC Lawn, Dhaka
With regional strategic scenarios rapidly assuming
new economic and political complexities, PPRC
organized an informal brainstorm on December 6,
2014 in its lawn on the possibility of launch of an
annual report series on emerging strategic
scenarios for Bangladesh. A small core group of
economists, IR and national security experts,
former diplomat and journalist participated in the
session moderated by PPRC Chair. The first in the
planned annual series is expected in 2015.

Mini dialogue on role of polytechnics
PPRC supports
Chittagong Research
Initiative (CRi) in
organizing mini‐
dialogue on the role of
polytechnics in skill
education, CRi seminar
room, Chittagong,
December 20, 2014

Our recent publications:
To obtain copies of our publications, please contact the PPRC
office at House 77A, Road 12A, Dhanmondi R/A, or call
01552342291 for more details.
We also stock copies of our older publications. The two articles
featured in this issue of our newsletter are from the
publication “Bangladesh Urban Dynamics.” If you are
interested in reading the full articles and much more, please
request a copy of the publication.

Governance challenges

A PPRC report

of the bureaucracy
The full version of this article was
published in “Governance Trends and
Perceptions”, a publication by PPRC, in
2014.

In 2013, the state of governance in the Bangladesh Civil Service has displayed features of politicization, wrongdoing,
incompetence, inefficiency and corruption. The civil service has a long record of mismanagement. These features
challenged the civil service to establish a citizen‐centric bureaucracy building on merit, neutrality and professionalism.
It is suffering from the disastrous failure of providing expected leadership and apolitical role in the country. Currently,
bribery and inefficiency (in performance and service delivery) is prominent and the Bangladesh government has done
little to punish the wrong doers.
There's heavy politicization of civil service by the government to accommodate party adherents and family members.
There is small scope of promotion for those who do not necessarily share the ruling party's ideology. Forced
retirements, administrative harassment through departmental proceeding, under‐employment (posted in a lower
position), being stationed in a remote area, are all systematic measures of harassing those officials deemed divergent
from the government's ideology. On the other hand, promotions, key positions and speed‐money generating posts are
given to those civil servants with political affiliation with the ruling party. Over the years, political opportunism among
civil officers has reached a stage where they are now seen attending the government party's political processions and
meetings (The Prothom Alo, March 3, 2012). Civil servants frequently tend to lobby to be posted to positions of power‐
mostly intending to misuse it for personal gain.
Currently, 'Officers on Special Duty' (OSD) are highest in number compared to any other earlier democratic
governments. As of June 2012, some 562 officers were OSDs and as a result, they were not able to work. Many more
were deprived of promotions and proper placements based on the same criteria; although keeping them idle was
causing the government an expenditure of three hundred million taka per year (Ahmed, 2012).

“There is small scope of
promotion for those who
do not necessarily share
the ruling party's ideology.
Forced retirements,
administrative harassment
through departmental
proceeding, underemployment (posted in a
lower position), being
stationed in a remote
area, are all systematic
measures of harassing
those officials deemed
divergent from the
government's ideology.”

Retributive measures are often introduced to demean those civil servants who're less
politically inclined towards the ruling party. For example, attaching an OSD employee to a
Ministry where he or she does not have any specific job or proper position. In most cases,
he's assigned a less responsible duty. Another form of harassment includes, placing an
employee under Ministry of Public Administration (MOPA) in the name of further posting,
and in many cases, lengthening the waiting period for an indefinite time period).
Interestingly, during this time, an employee does not get any kind of salaries and wages,
training or leave, which puts him under severe financial and psychological stress. Majority
of these civil servants are deprived from compulsory or necessary housing, foreign
training and development programs. Generally they are not allowed to take ex‐Bangladesh
leave (except a few cases for treatment and religious purpose), no lien, no sitting
arrangements, no invitations to any official meeting, and no consultation about any
national and international events or days.
There is no definite guideline and
policy to determine wages and
salaries for the civil service
employees. Often the party in power
uses this issue for their political
gain. It is evident that there is a lack
of standardisation of wages and
salaries, rights and privileges of all
cadres of the civil service.
The Public Service Commission's
(PSC) suggestions in terms of civil
service were largely ignored by the
government. Reviews of several
annual reports of PSC (2008 to
2011) showed that PSC advised in
the Annual Confidential Report
(ACR) of a civil servant, that if there
is no adverse comment and the
overall evaluation is 'Average or
Above Average' than he or she will
be eligible for promotion. But PSC found that often a civil servant has been deprived of a
promotion although he or she has excellent remarks in the ACR while many civil servants
were promoted even though they got adverse comments in their ACR.
It was found that more urban dwellers are coming to provide civil service through the
PSC examination compared to rural citizens. Thus, an 'education division' was observed in
the selection process of the PSC. There is no government policy in practice to avoid this
gap. The review of the reports also indicates that male: female employment ratio in the
civil service has fallen overtime (Table 1).

The Public Service Commission has become heavily politicized; bribery is at large and
nepotism also plays a prominent role. Young graduates with good academic backgrounds
do not opt for joining the civil service but rather choose to join the corporate world or
leaving the country. There are often talks of question paper leaks from the PSC. For
example, the 33rd BCS examination was postponed because of a question paper leak
which has tarnished the image of the PSC.

Recently, even though the government has said that they are enacting the 'Civil Service Act' to meet the citizens'
expectations; unfortunately, this Act has not yet seen the light and is waiting for approval. The Public Service
Commission has advised the government that integrity, honesty, objectivity and impartiality should adequately be
considered in the way of enacting 'The Civil Service Act' and the government should consult the PSC before enacting it.
Abolition of the quota system in the civil service recruitment policy is now a popular demand. The government has
created quotas even for the grandchildren of freedom fighters. In the last few years, many processions, rallies, and
protests have been carried out by the potential candidates. Civil activists, political thinkers, academicians are also
talking about abolition or at least a revision of the quota system of the civil service recruitment. The PSC has also
suggested simplifying the quota system in the recruitment process.
Aside from political ideologies, factionalism or discrimination based on home district, race, religion, gender, etc. is
also quite prominently present in the process of recruitment, posting and promotion in the government sector. Thus,
public servants are not remaining politically neutral.
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Regionalism (regional prejudice) in public service: Officials, who are from the same home district as important
government officials, tend to receive greater workplace privileges. For example, with the Awami League is in power,
many public servants from Gopalgong or adjacent districts have received recruitments and promotions to key
positions and other administrative privileges. Also, when Bangladesh Nationalist Party (BNP) was in power, public
servants from Bogra and adjacent districts received similar treatment. Thus the present government has created
2,51,975 posts (Till December 2012) (9th Parliament 16th Session, 2013). Though there are around 59609 vacant 1st
and 2nd class positions (9th Parliament 8th Session, 2011). Surprisingly, the Ministry of Public Administration
(MOPA) and its subordinate offices have 6440 vacant posts (Statistics of Civil Officers and Staff, 2010 published in
2012) (9th Parliament 13th Session, 2012).
The government has quite often been accused of using law enforcing agencies to find out the 'party‐loyal' and sort
out the 'disloyal' civil servants to give promotions and placements. The present government has amended The Public
Servants (Retirement) Act, 1974 and has increased the retirement age of a freedom fighter employee to 60 and others
(non‐freedom fighter) to 59 (9th
Parliament 16th Session, 2013).
Moreover, the Promotion policy
named 'The Deputy Secretary, Joint
Secretary, Additional Secretary, and
Secretary, 2002' is not well‐
circulated and has created grievance
among the deprived civil servants.
The present government has taken
initiatives to introduce e‐governance
in the civil service. For example, 64
district administrations have web‐
portals, digitized forms and selected
e‐services available. The government
has also introduced one stop
government services in several
public offices for example, e‐
payment, e‐TIN, etc. In recent times,
there has been a frequent interfering
direction from higher courts'
regarding absolute executive
functionaries, which underlines the
lack of efficiency and capacity of civil
servants. The government would be better off encouraging neutrality and honesty among civil servants. The
recruitment and development of civil servants should be based on merit and not on political loyalty. Contractual
appointment in the civil service has increased. For example, currently 49 people are working as secretary or
additional secretary on a contractual basis (9th Parliament 18th Session, 2013). The government does not have any
plan to stop contractual appointment in the civil service (9th Parliament 8th Session, 2012). The government is using
contractual civil servants as a political tool.
The trend of going overseas for higher education has increased. But a large number of these students do not come
back. Thus, Bangladesh is being deprived of a pool of western‐educated and academically sound job candidates. But
there is no initiative or program to attract and retain these students and prevent brain drainage.

Zakat for sustainable
livelihoods
Innovations in financial empowerment

Hossain Zillur Rahman
New initiative on financial empowerment
Bangladesh has been witness to a plethora of anti‐poverty innovations some of which such as micro‐credit and
conditional cash transfers have gone on to win critical global acclaim. While these have contributed to significant
transformation of poverty realities,the scourge of extreme poverty is far from being eliminated. It is therefore heartening
that Bangladesh continues to witness newer efforts at anti‐poverty innovations.
A new frontier in such efforts is the mobilization of faith‐based systems such as the Islamic system of zakat.
Traditionally zakat and the companion instrument of sadaqah have taken the form of individual charity aimed at
providing some form of immediate relief to the recipients. The possibility of pooling such support for organized initiatives
aimed at sustainable changes in recipient's economic vulnerabilities has not been adequately explored. An interesting
example and a possible trend‐setter in this regard is the 2011 zakat‐based Jeebika Karnaphuli project that is being
implemented in a poor river‐side neighbourhood on the eastern outskirts of Chittagong city since 2011. Power and
Participation Research Centre (PPRC) recently undertook an evaluation of this ongoing project for an independent
assessment of its innovation potential. The assessment was undertaken with the support of the A.K. Khan Foundation
(AKKF) and the Centre for Zakat Management (CZM).
Distinguishing features
Though relatively small‐scale, the Jeebika Karnaphuli Mohora project has a number of features that marks it out as
different from the generally‐known micro‐finance model. Beneficiaries are provided with a five‐fold stake in the project:
Equity capital in the form of the Zakat and CSR allocation for each beneficiary that forms part of a group equity held
in a bank account
· Access to a revolving fund for micro‐loans. The beneficiary group's pooled equity capital constitutes the revolving
fund. Each member of the group has the option of applying for a micro‐loan as per the family's need with the provision
for paying a service charge/interest as in the regular micro‐finance model
· Group profit accruing from the interest charged for the micro‐loans which accumulate in the group bank account.
This secondary income stream is earmarked for equal distribution to each member of the group.
· Social sector support covering education, health, water, sanitation and home gardening.
· Capacity building on management, leadership and enterprise skills.
Budget and Cost Efficiency
There are three broad budget items in the project: i) Capital transfer to beneficiaries ii) Capacity building and social
sector support and iii) Implementation cost. The implementation cost is further sub‐divided into two components – the
cost for the organized transfer of the zakat to the beneficiary bank accounts (completed within the inception phase of

6 months) and the cost for implementing the follow‐up livelihood project. The largest budgetary item – 54.7% ‐ is the
capital transfer to beneficiaries. An additional 22.7% covers capacity building and social sector support to the beneficiaries.
The two together indicate that 77.4% of the program budget constitutes direct support to the beneficiaries.
Project Impact
Impact of the project has been captured in terms of indicators of economic empowerment and quality of life (Figures 2 and
3). Over the three year project period, income rose by 80 percent, and expenditures by 26 per cent. There was also
significant capital accumulation that included a) Taka 20,000 transferred at the outset as zakat contribution, b) Tk. 2177
saved on average by each beneficiary over the three year project
period and c) Tk. 3118 accruing to each beneficiary as share in the
group profit from the operation of the revolving fund. Quality of life
indicators alos showed major improvements in terms of housing,
sanitation and diets.
Project impact was not only evident in terms of such indicators.
FGDs with beneficiaries also brought out more qualitative aspects of
improvement. Living in a peri‐urban area and exposed to NGO
micro‐credit activities for long, the beneficiaries already had access
to finance but felt inadequately empowered by such access.
Membership in the Jeebika Karnaphuli Mohora Project was judged
as providing not merely access but financial empowerment in a
more substantive sense. Four features were singled out: i) provision
of zakat‐based equity capital in the form of the member's share in
the group fund which served as the revolving fund ii) no
hidden charges in the provision of micro‐loans in the form
of 5% deduction for crisis fund or forced sale of inputs iii)
more supportive repayment culture and iv) a less
bureaucratic management process. Due to these distinctive
features, there has been a wholesale exit by Project
members from conventional NGO micro‐credit as well as
from mohajoni (high interest moneylender) loan market.
Members clearly felt Jeebika Karnaphuli Mohora Project
loans was providing better value‐for‐money enabling them
to retain as much as 30% of the earnings generated by
such loans.
The other impact was on reducing the structural
disadvantages of market participation. Typically these
families engaged in fishing and bamboo/cane works had to do advance sale of their product to finance the loans needed
for procuring the inputs. They were thus at a double disadvantage – procuring inputs on unfavorable terms as well as
selling products at unfavorable terms. But with the access to the type of finance provided by the Jeebika Karnaphuli
Mohora project, they were now able to maintain inventories procured at favourable terms and also move towards
ownership of their capital equipment. An additional dimension of qualitative impact was spill‐over effects impinging on i)
women empowerment, ii) community harmony and iii) leadership
Lessons and Challenges
A key conceptual weakness of anti‐poverty efforts has been to understand the process of graduating out of poverty as a
one‐step journey from being poor to non‐poor. Ground realities belie such a simplistic understanding pointing rather
towards a multi‐stage journey of change. A key issue posed by the project experience is the optimal timing for exit by
project management. Many graduation‐focused anti‐poverty projects have failed to sustain their impact because of
inadequate attention to the optimal timing of exit. Consequently, positive impacts at household level have quickly fallen
into reversals. Current program planning in the Jeebika project is based on a 3 year program phase followed by a 6 month
exit phase. But such planning appears to have been narrowly based on the program management's own 'management'
imperative rather than on the more important goal of how program impact for the beneficiaries can be made more
sustainable. Participants in the FGDs were emphatic that catalytic elements of the project were in danger of disintegrating
if there was a premature exit of program management. Their point was that the group 'mission' had not yet become
immune from pressures from family members particularly husbands who in many cases are likely to be narrowly focused
on the immediate benefits of withdrawing the individual 'equity capital' i.e. the zakat amount, once project is declared to
be completed. If such withdrawal were to set in motion, the entire edifice of the financial empowerment model was likely
to collapse.
Project experiences indicate that the first phase of a poor and structurally disadvantaged family's quest for sustainable
graduation is to build resilience i.e. reduce the extreme intensity of poverty in terms of daily living, lay the foundations

for making livelihoods more remunerative and build some group organizational capital which can nurture the individual efforts
at self‐improvement. Program management's role in this resilience phase has of necessity to be directive. To a large extent, this is
precisely what has been achieved by the 3 year program phase of Jeebika Karnaphuli Mohora Project. However, for sustainable
graduation the resilience phase has to be followed by a graduation phase where the focus is on consolidating the group
organizational capital and transition of the program management from a directive role to a supportive role. To summarize, such
anti‐poverty projects needs to be re‐organized as a two phase model – a resilience phase followed by a graduation phase with
qualitatively different roles for program management in the two different phases.
Howsoever the exit challenges are addressed, it is clear that the zakat‐based Jeebika Karnaphuli Mohora Project provides a
new model of financial empowerment based on a whole new category of program support namely 'equity capital' based on the
zakat donation. Together with a stronger focus on community in the form of the 30‐member VOs, a more supportive repayment
culture and a parallel program support package aimed at the social needs of the extreme poor, the model merits further attention
as a new and potentially more transformative model of financial empowerment. A binding constraint on replication in this case
is of course the availability of zakat funds. However, since zakat is a universal dictum for Muslims and since such funds can be
supplemented by other sources such as CSR funds, there is merit in elevating the model to larger attention by institutionalization
of Zakat as another effective instrument of poverty alleviation through net transfer of cash asset through the Zakat system.

